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Motivational & Inspirational Speaking
Great leaders have been able to change the world only through the
efforts of many followers, motivated to action. Their ability to inspire
marked them out from the bland majority whose names we forget.
Inspirational speaking techniques can be learned and applied by
business leaders to motivate clients, shareholders, managers and
teams to change and transform their businesses.

Some Key Questions





Why do some speakers inspire, while others bore?
Why do many presenters fail to convey passion?
Why are some business leaders charismatic, while others are unexciting?
What part does credibility play in all this?

What EPS Comms Limited Can Offer You
Motivational and Inspirational Speaking is a unique 2-day workshop
that develops your credibility, charisma and skills to enrapture audiences
Our ratio of 2 trainers to 1 delegate guarantees intensive focus on you.
We de-mystify the techniques used by inspirational speakers.
We build on your Extreme Presentation Skills (pre-requisite) training
and give you techniques to make your speaking motivational,
inspirational and memorable.

Course Objectives





Understand how great inspirational speakers hold audiences spellbound
Learn the techniques of preparing inspiring speeches and presentations
Practise scripting and delivery to motivate listeners
Apply these skills immediately

EPS Comms Limited’s No Quibble Guarantee
We are so confident in our methods that we provide a cast iron
guarantee. After the course, if you are not satisfied you don’t pay.
www.eps-comms.co.uk

sal.pinto@eps-comms.co.uk
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Motivational & Inspirational Speaking
Intensive 2-Day Workshop
You will be stretched and challenged to improve your ability to engage
audiences, to project credibility and learn how to maximise charisma
Through the pre-requisite Extreme Presentation Skills you mastered voice
projection, body language and movement, and how to exploit rhetoric for
impact.
An expert on inspirational speaking coaches you on the content, format, and
structure, of motivational speeches. An actor fine-tunes your delivery.
You analyse motivational speakers to understand their secrets.
Instant video feedback highlights your dramatic improvements.

Intensive Methodology


Ratio of 2 trainers to 1 candidate
ensures focus is on you alone



Constructive feedback and
video of your performances



Content experts skilled in
analysis of Motivational
Speaking



Watch and understand how
inspirational speakers
succeed, and emulate them



Professional actors, scriptwriters



Coaching in voice, bodylanguage and stagecraft
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